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Abstract
In the I = 2lm = 19 Heliotron E device, with currentless NBI and NBI+ECH plasmas, measurements

were made of electric currents flowing to grounded collector plates installed near the vacuum chamber
wall in 4 poloidal cross-sections of the torus within l/2 helical pitch. A strong up-down asymmetry in
both absolute value and sign was observed in the currents flowing along the diverted field lines. In
general case, the value and direction of the current depended on absorbed power. Proceeding from the

character of current responce to fast variations of the heating power, it was hypothesized that non-

ambipolar divertor flows were strongly affected by dynamics of suprathermal particles occurring in the

plasma during NBI and ECH.
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1. lntroduction
Diverted field lines are a natural component of a

heliotron/torsatron magnetic configuration. Since a

potential difference is always present between the edge

plasma and the wall, an electric current arises along the

diverted lines, its value and direction depending on

poloidal/toroidal distribution of the edge potential,

which in turn is affected by processes developing in the

SOL and core plasmas. The understanding of the

physical nature of this current (further on, 'plasma

current', /o) as an intrinsic part of the mechanism of
particle and heat loss is of primary importance for a
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realistic design of any divertor facility and the regime of
its operation.

Earlier, measurements of floating potential y/ and

current Io near the chamber wall in the Heliotron E

device under ECH and NBI conditions [l,2] evidenced

non-ambipolarity of the plasma flows coming to the

wall. The purpose of this work made on Heliotron E
with NBI and NBI+ECH plasmas is (1) to elucidate the

poloidal/toroidal structure of non-umbipolar divertor
flows near the wall; (2) to find the relationship between

1o and heating power for most intense diverted plasma
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flows ('main divertor flows', MDFs); (3) to discuss

some possible mechanisms of non-ambipolar divertor
flow drive in a helical device.

2. Experimental Conditions
The Heliotron E device [3] is an | = 2/m = 19

heliotron, Ro = 2.2 rrr, li = 0.2 m. The whole edge

structure of the magnetic field with 'X-points' was well
inside the chamber. The toroidal magnetic field was

fixed at BE = 1.9 T, with = 2 cm inward shift of the

magnetic axis ( B. = -0.192). The rotational transform

was t@)127t =2.8.
Currentless plasmas were produced by fundamental

ECH ('ECH-l',53.2 GHz, < 0.4 MW) or 2nd harmonic

ECH ('ECH-2', 106.4 GHz, 0.3 MW), then they were
supported and heated by NBI (injection voltage 23-24
keV, injected power P;,; < 3 MW, injection angles 62o,

79o,90o, pulse length up to 160 ms). A 30 ms ECH
pulse was imposed on NBI in some cases
("NBI+ECH"). Typical plasma parameters were ie =
(1.5-2.5) x lOre m-3, T"(0) = 0.6-1.5 kev, f,(0) =0.3-
0.6 keV.

To detect plasma currents, 56 collected plates (CPs,

(5.0x0.8) cm2) were used []. 7-plate arrays were
arranged poloidally close to the wall on both rounded
parts of the vacuum chamber in 4 poloidal cross-
sections with the interval of 1/8 field period (Fig. l).
The position of each array was defined by the poloidal
angle @ of its center: @ = 0o, 45" , 90" , 135" , l8O" ,225" ,

270", 315".

In Fig. 2 calculated plots of connection length L
against poloidal angle 0 are drawn with solid lines for

I 800

2250

open field lines, whose starting points lie on the lines of
CP array disposition. The interval of calculation was A0

= 0.5o. CP positions 1,2,...,7 in each .uray are marked by

fat segments. The field lines starting in the B, direction
and against it form the families A and B, respectively.

These data allowed one to find the plates to be expected

to collect the MDFs A-0, B-0, A-45, B-45, etc. A
helical vertical symmetry ('up-down symmetry') is

inherent to the calculated L(@,0) distributions, where

each family A(B) in the top half of the torus corresponds

to the family B(A) in the bottom half with symmetric

&distribution against the midplane.

3. Spatial Distribution of Plasma Currents
In Fig. 2 a shaded rectangle is attached to each CP,

its height being proportional to the plasma current .Io

(NBI, P,,j = 0.7 MW, fr"=2x 1Ore m-3). Except plates 4

(@ = 90') and 6 (@ = 270"), within each CP array the

maxima of Iofall at those of L, though, in general, there

is no definite relationship between the values of 1, and

L.
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Fig. 2 Calculated connection length L versus poloidal
angle (solid lines). Distribution of plasma current
/o in collector plates (shaded rectangles).
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Fig. 1 Disposition of CP arrays.
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In contrast to L(O,q distributions, the measured
Ie(@,q distr'ibutions were characterized by a strong
vertical asymmetry, in particular, by (l) a multiple llol

increase when going from the top to the bottom, and (2)
opposite 1o directions in the symmetrically positioned
MDF pairs A-9018-270, A-4518-315, A-0/B-0, where
calculated poloidal locations of starting points and ends

of the field lines were clearly separated and lay on
different sides of the midplane. In particular, opposite
directions of 1o in the A-90/B-270 pair evidence an
electron excess in the top part and an ion excess in the
bottom part of the edge plasma to be formed under Fig.
2 conditions.

4. Plasma Heating Effect on lo

The lol@"- Pob,lfi" plots, Po6, being a power
absorbed in the plasma [4], are shown in Figs. 3 and 4
for two pairs of MDFs A-90/B-270 and A-0/B-0, as a

way of example. In addition to the NBI-only heating
(O,O), the data for NBI+ECH-I(A,A) and NBI+ECH-
|+ECH-2 (O,i) are also presented. The spread of
experimental points could be caused at least by a non-
precised shot-to-shot reproducibility of plasma
parameters, non-accurate measurements of Io
(especially, small /os specific for the top part), an

approximate character of the relation for Pa I4f.
Though the interpolating straight lines are drawn
through the NBI-only points, a similar dependence

seems to take place for the combined heating too. In the

A-90t8-270 pair on the top and bottom, respectively, the

current 1o reversed in the interval of 200*300 kwlOte

Fig. 3 Density-normalized plasma current versus
density-normalized absorbed power for the MDFs
A-90 (O, A, O) and 8-270 (O  , a).

m-3 1Fig. 3). Thus, the regions with the excess of ions
and electrons in the lower and upper parts of the torus,
respectively, interchanged their positions. At the same

time, it seems that the current 1, in the A-0iB-0 pair near
the midpiane (Fig. a) either reversed at a much smaller
Po6,l-n"(<50 kwlOte m-3) or did not change the direction
at all.

5. lo Response to a Fast Variation of
Heating Power

The Irln"- Po6rh"dependencies shown in Figs. 3,4
were measured 30 ms after start of injection, when the
processes of edge plasma potential and corresponding
plasma current formation presumably attained a (quasi)

steady state. When shorter NBI (50 ms) or ECH (30 ms)
pulses with steep leading and trailing edges (< I ms)
were imposed on a longer (160 ms) NBI, the Vyand I,
changes in MDFs generally underwent two phases, fast
(< l ms) and slow ones (> l0 ms, the order of
confinement time). The fast phase showed itself in a

more or less steep bend of Vyand Io time traces at the

moments of additional heating switched on and off. As a
way of example, in Fig. 5 time traces of Vy are shown in
the MDFs 8-270 and B-0 with additional NBI (a) and
ECH (b). In the case (a), fast and slow Vy(1o) changes in
a given MDF always had the same direction. In the case
(b), the slow changes had the same direction as in the

case (a), while the fast changes could be directed
opposite to the slow ones in some MDFs, in particular,

in B-0. This could evidence a different physical nature

of fast and slow changes. The fast decay or rise of Vy

and 1o after additional (or full) heating switched off

B-0 (Plate 6)
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Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3 for the MDFs A-0 and B-0.
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Fig. 5 Potential Vr response to an additional NBI (a) and
ECH (b) pulse imposed on a long NBl.

means that the processes giving rise to the fast phase

persisted under (quasi) stationary conditions.

6. Discussions
Among mechanisms giving rise to parallel electric

currents in the diverted SOL plasma of a tokamak, the

thermoelectric effect [5] is discussed, first of all. In the

Heliotron E device under conditions considered, the

electron temperature T" near CPs in the MDFs, as

estimated by measured values of Vy, Io and ion
saturation current d, occurred obviously higher in the

lower half of the torus irrespective of the value of
Po6,li.". Nevertheless, the direction of I, in the A-90/
B-27O pair (Figs. 2, 3) coincided with the expected

direction of the thetmoelectric current (from 'hot' to
'cold' side) only at a large power (Po6,l-n"> 200 kwlOte
m-3), and it was opposite to the calculated parallel

current direction in the SOL at a small power even with

a non-zero parallel electron pressure gradient [6] taken

into account. Therefore, it seems that the thermoelectric

effect did not contribute seriously to the plasma currents

in the Heliotron E case.

As another approach, a possible connection of non-

ambipolar divertor flows with particle dynamics in the

confinement volume is considered. A redistribution or

predominant escape of ions (electrons) from certain

regions of confinement volume will give rise to
selfconsistent changes of edge plasma potential and to

corresponding electric currents along open field lines.

The fast changes of Vyand of 10, consequently, with an

additional heating switched on and off (Fig. 5) could

result from convective motions of suprathermal

electrons and ions, while slow Vyand Io variations were

caused by diffusion-like processes with participation of
thermal particles.

It follows from Figs. 2, 3 that at a small heating

power excesses of electrons and ions occurred at the top

and bottom of the confinement region, respectively.

With a heating power increase, the electron and ion

regions reversed, the process of reversing to be of
convective character (Fig. 5). A strong up-down

asymmetry remained after this transition. As was shown

in [4], the asymmetry existed even in the limit of zero

power. It was supposed that this 'initial' asymmetty

resulted from distortions of the real magnetic structure

of the divertor layer (by analogy with double-null
divertor in a tokamak t7l). With NBI or ECH

application, a further modification, enhancement of the

asymmetry could result from a redistribution and escape

of some groups of fast particles due to the effect of
vertical asymmetry of the helical field ripple [8]. For

some magnetic configurations, including that of
Heliotron E, such asymmetry is a natural one [9]. On the

basis of theory [9-13] and experimental data from the

Heliotron E and CHS helical devices [4], the following
qualitative power-governed scenario of convective

motions of fast particles in Heliotron E can be

hypothesized.

At a low Po6,, when the ambipolar electric field E,

is small (Qvt >> d)*u, Avt and d)sa are the frequencies

of poloidal precession due to VB drift and of poloidal

rotation, respectively) and negative ('ion root'), the

character of loss cone losses is not strongly affected by

8,. In this case, most of fast escaped particles are

toroidal banaha-ions transformed into helical bananas at

the periphery. Owing to the vertical asymmetry of the

helical ripple wells, these particles undergo a vertical

drift downwards, just where a maximum positive current

1o was observed (Figs. 2, 3). The toroidal banana-

electrons with transient orbits drift upwards, resulting in

a small negative culrent.Ip.
With Por" increase accompanied by E. increase, the

helical resonance {)eB t 9r* = 0 U2l for fast ions can

occur (E, - -100 V/cm for Heliotron E). Since a large

fraction of these particles is transformed into
superbananas and drifts upwards, the vertical asymmetry

2N
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of non-ambipolar divertor flows can be in part or
completely c6mpensated.

With a further Po6" increase and an accompanying
T, increase, another specific case may arise after a fast
transition from E, < 0 to E, > 0 [4] ('electron root').
Here, the majority of fast ions are well confined deeply
trapped ones, and a loss of fast superbanana-electrons

dominates. The latter drift downwards, where a large
negative current 1o was observed at large P"6,ln"(Fig.3).
Only a small fraction of fast ions is transformed into
superbananas in this state and drifts upward.

An obvious merit of this hypothesis is in
combination of both most remarkable features of non-
ambipolar divertor flows in Heliotron E, their strong up-
down asymmetry and the reverse with heating power.
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